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Abstract—In this paper, a new tool dedicated to the analysis and the conception of molecules is presented. It is composed of an adaptive simulation software and a haptic device used to interact with molecules while feeling either the forces applied by the environment or the internal forces. The adaptive articulated body algorithm allows fast simulations of complex flexible molecules. To handle the coupling with the force feedback device, two different control schemes designed for nanoscale applications and providing high transparency rendering are proposed and compared.

The system we propose is highly flexible since either a single rigid body or the entire molecule can be manipulated via the haptic device. The user can choose between setting a desired position/orientation of the molecule, or apply forces/torques to manipulate it. It allows the operator to control each stage of the design process of new molecular structures.

The validity of this tool is demonstrated through examples of haptic interaction between the HIV protease and its inhibitors, and unfolding one of these drugs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular mechanics simulators are efficient tools to study molecular interactions and docking, with applications in many fields, including pharmacology, cosmetics, nanosciences and surface physics. In particular, interactive molecular simulations may be a significant help to understand molecular interactions. For these simulations, a user can control the motion of one or more atoms to guide the evolution of the molecular system.

Most of the work deal with molecular docking. In [1], the authors explain how the user’s intervention may facilitate the docking, by controlling the position of the ligand and feeling the interaction forces. Other studies have then been carried out. The simulator and the bilateral couplings proposed differ in many ways. For example, in the simulation, the force field can be computed thanks to the derivation of the potential energy [2]. Even if some simulators take into account the flexibility of the ligand and the receptor [3], most of them do not [4]. Concerning the coupling, wave variables are also used to guarantee the passivity of the system even when time delays increase [5]. However, this method may lead to a lack of transparency.

Besides molecular docking, other emerging fields of research concern molecular interactions. The molecules can be used as a channel to transmit an information between two nanomachines ([6] and [7]). Another research field is the study of molecules in order to develop biomicroelectromechanical system devices (bio-MEMS) ([8] and [9]).

Tools to deal with specific applications have been developed. However, emerging applications as the conception of new materials and alloys, or molecules with specific properties require more flexibility. Both the internal structure of the molecule and the interactions with its environment must be understood. The manipulation of the molecule must be done in real time, and be intuitive for users with no training. Thus, we propose a system, composed of a molecular simulation software and a haptic interface, able to deal with complex flexible molecules in real time (figure 1). The simulation software is based on adaptive simulation of articulated body, so that the computation time is decreased dramatically. The algorithm used has already been exposed in [10] and [11]. Both internal forces and interactions between the molecule and its environment are computed. To interact with the simulation, a Phantom Omni haptic device is used to manipulate the molecule, and render forces to the user. To handle the coupling between the haptic device and the simulation, two different control schemes are implemented. The user can manipulate a single rigid body, or an entire molecule. He or she can either set the desired position/orientation, or apply force/torque to control the object. We performed several experiments using this system. Interactions between the HIV protease and its inhibitors are used to compare the two control schemes. The feeling of internal forces is demonstrated by unfolding one of its inhibitors.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the molecular simulator is briefly introduced. The two control schemes designed for nanoscale applications are presented...
in section III. In section IV, examples of manipulations that can be handled by our tool are presented. The advantages and drawbacks of each control scheme are also discussed. Finally, concluding remarks are exposed in section V.

II. MOLECULAR MECHANICS

In this paper, we use an adaptive molecular quasi-statics method to simulate the motion of the molecular system [11]. The adaptive method relies on a recursive, divide-and-conquer representation of the molecular system, where any non-rigid group of atoms is considered to be the union of two groups of atoms. Thus, any molecular system is associated to a binary assembly tree, in which the leaf nodes represent the user-defined rigid bodies, the internal nodes represent the sub-assemblies, and the root node represents the complete molecular system (figure 2).

![The binary assembly tree of a tetra-alanine.](image)

The distinctive feature of the adaptive algorithm is that it allows a user to finely trade between precision and computational cost. Precisely, the user may arbitrarily choose the number of degrees of freedom that are simulated at each time step, and the adaptive method automatically determines which degrees of freedom are activated at each time step (a sub-tree of the binary assembly tree), so as to approximate as faithfully as possible the motion which would have been obtained by a non-adaptive simulator. In practice, the adaptive algorithm focuses the computational resources on the joints with the largest accelerations, that is, the most flexible regions. Using this approach, complex molecular systems may be simulated on cheap personal computers while retaining molecular flexibility. In docking applications, the adaptive simulator automatically focuses the motions computations on the docking site.

Besides adaptivity, the simulator follows traditional approaches: at each time step, the interatomic forces are first computed, then the acceleration of the system is determined and used to update its state.

A user may influence the state of the molecular system by either directly controlling the position and orientation of a selected molecule, or by applying a force and torque to a group of atoms. In the latter case, the selected group of atoms may be either a complete molecule (e.g. an inhibitor of an HIV protease model), or a rigid body from a molecule.

The force fed back to the user is the total force applied by the molecular system to the group of atoms selected by the user. These forces directly depend on the force field being used in the simulation to model interatomic interactions. In our current implementation, the force field is derived from a well known molecular mechanics force field, CHARMM [11], which models interactions through van der Waals, electrostatic and dihedral contributions.

- **Molecule.** Assume the user manipulates an entire molecule $M$, composed of rigid bodies $R_1$, ..., $R_n$. In this case, we determine the molecular forces $F_1$, ... $F_n$ applied on each rigid body by the other rigid bodies in the environment (i.e. van der Waals and electrostatic contributions from surrounding atoms, including those resulting from other rigid bodies in the selected molecule), and return to the user the sum $F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} F_i$ of these forces. Note that, in this sum, the contributions from rigid bodies within the selected molecule cancel out.

- **Rigid Body.** When only one rigid body $R_i$ from a molecule is selected, we compute the molecular force $F_i$ applied to the rigid body by the environment as before, but add to this force the kinematic constraint forces, i.e. the forces which maintain the kinematic constraints between the selected rigid body and its topological neighbors [11].

This flexibility allows us to propose two control schemes to handle the coupling between the simulation and the haptic device, that we detail in the next section.

III. BILATERAL COUPLING

In order for our tool to be used by untrained users, the control schemes must fulfill several requirements. In particular, the manipulation of the molecule via the master arm must be intuitive. The forces felt by the user must reflect the interaction forces computed by the simulation. The coupling has therefore to be transparent, so that even small modifications on the force profile are rendered to the operator.

Regarding the specificities of the software described in the previous section, different bilateral couplings can be investigated, based indistinctly on impedance or admittance control.

A. Direct Force Feedback control

The Direct Force Feedback control scheme (DFF) appears as the most intuitive when the simulation’s input is the position of the rigid body being manipulated and forces sent to the user are the ones computed by the simulation. It is represented in figure 3, using the continuous time Laplace variable $s$. 

The different parameters are:

- \( A_d = \begin{bmatrix} A_{d,T} & 0 \\ 0 & A_{d,R} \end{bmatrix} \) where \( A_{d,T} \) and \( A_{d,R} \) are respectively used to scale down the positions and the rotations of the haptic handle. \( A_f \) is used to enhance the forces sent to the user. These coefficients are necessary to adjust the scale difference between macro- and nanoworlds.
- \( q_s = [x_s, \theta_s] \), \( q_h = [x_h, \theta_h] \) are respectively the position vectors of the rigid body’s center of mass and of the haptic handle.
- \( H(s) \) is the haptic device transfer function. It is composed of a mass and viscous friction [12].

The operator applies a force \( F_{op} \) on the master device. The position of the haptic device handle is scaled by \( A_d \), and used as the desired position of the rigid body’s center of mass. The orientation of the rigid body is computed with respect to the rotations of the haptic device handle. For a given time step, the user moves the rigid body to a desired position \( q_s \). The simulator modifies this position using a criterion based on energy minimization and taking into account the influence of other atoms. This new position will be used as the reference position for the next time step. Thanks to this method, all the displacements make sense and represent the molecular dynamics.

If the user wants to manipulate multiple rigid bodies as an unique entity (for example to manipulate a flexible molecule at its center of mass), the same displacement and rotation are applied to all the rigid bodies. In that case, the simulation also updates the configuration of the rigid bodies based on internal and environmental interactions, and determines the new sub-tree of rigid bodies as described in section III.

The simulation remains stable if the displacements are small enough for a given time step, so that no atoms interpenetrate each other. The matrix \( A_d \) is used to adjust the displacements of the user so that the simulation can deal with them. The molecular forces \( F_m \) are sent to the user after being increased by a factor \( A_f \).

B. Force-Force control

The second approach, Force-Force control (FF), consists in using only forces for both manipulation of the rigid body and haptic feedback. This bilateral coupling is represented on figure 4.

The parameter \( k = \begin{bmatrix} k_T & 0 \\ 0 & k_R \end{bmatrix} \) is a stiffness matrix used to tune the forces and the moments applied on the rigid body.

This control scheme is similar to the DFF as the feedback path is also composed of molecular forces \( F_m \) amplified by \( A_f \).

The difference is that the user applies a force \( F_s \) and a moment \( M_s \) on the rigid body to manipulate it. These values are computed based on the position of the rigid body’s center of mass \( q_m \) and the position of the haptic handle \( q_h \):

\[
F_s = k_T(x_h/A_{d,T} - x_m) \\
M_s = k_R(\theta_h/A_{d,R} - \theta_m)
\]  

(1)

During a simulation step, the software takes into account the forces applied by the user on the rigid body, as well as the forces due to the interactions between atoms. These forces are used to derive the new position/orientation of the rigid body. Compared to the DFF, both the forces from the user and from the other atoms are considered simultaneously. The position does not need to be corrected afterwards, contrary to section III-A, and therefore is less subject to oscillations. When the user manipulates a molecule composed of several rigid bodies, the force applied on each of them is computed so that their accelerations are the same. This is done using adapted values of \( k \), and considering the mass of each rigid body. As previously, for flexible molecules, the configuration of these rigid bodies are updated at each time step using a criterion based on energy minimization.

Compared to the DFF formulation, the ergonomy of the system is modified when a force is used as the simulator’s input. The user does not control the position but the dynamics of the molecule. Depending on the application, users can choose between these two modes.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Experiments are performed on a 3GHz processor Intel PC, using Windows operating system. The available haptic device is a Phantom Omni haptic interface from Sensable\(^1\). This master arm is a 6 degrees of freedom (dof) movement and a 3 dof force feedback device. It is controlled using the OpenHaptics development toolkit.

\(^1\)http://www.sensible.com
A. Manipulation of molecules

The tool presented offers the possibility to the user to interact in real time during the conception process of new molecular structures. This functionality is of primary importance to design new materials and alloys with specific properties. A first experiment is performed using the HIV protease and its inhibitors (pdb code: 2AZ8) to demonstrate that our tool is adapted to such kind of manipulations.

The system considered is composed of 848 degrees of freedom. To simulate it in real time so that haptic feedback can be used, the adaptive feature of the algorithm is used, and only 432 \( \text{dof} \) are activated. This allows to simulate complex systems in a few dozens of milliseconds.

The manipulation performed consists in extracting an inhibitor of the molecule, and then reinserting it (see figure 5). It is repeated twice, using both of the bilateral couplings presented in section III.

![Manipulation of one of the HIV protease’s inhibitors using the haptic device](image)

The molecule is manipulated as a whole, so that it would be equivalent for the user to manipulate its center of mass in the case of a rigid molecule. However, the molecule is indeed flexible, and can be deformed by the simulation (interactions with other molecules). Using this manipulation mode, even an untrained user can move precisely the HIV’s inhibitor.

The forces along the \( x, y \) and \( z \) axes are depicted in figures 6, 7 and 8. They are represented with respect to the position along the \( y \) axis (direction of the main displacement).

The parameters of the controllers are chosen so that the forces delivered by the simulator (in the order of dozens of nanonewtons) are amplified to be easily felt by the user. The movement performed by the user is mainly directed along the \( y \) axis (see figure 5), so that it can easily be reproduced in order to compare the two control schemes. However, rotations are allowed.

Regarding the velocity scaling factors, they are set to:

\[
\mathbf{A}_v^{\text{DFF}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.25 \cdot 10^9 & 0 \\ 0 & 5 \end{bmatrix}; \quad \mathbf{A}_v^{\text{FF}} = \begin{bmatrix} 0.025 \cdot 10^9 & 0 \\ 0 & 5 \end{bmatrix}
\]

In this experiment, the force scaling factor is the same for both the \( \text{DFF} \) and \( \text{FF} \) control schemes:

\[
A_f = 0.3 \cdot 10^9
\]

The forces obtained with the \( \text{DFF} \) and \( \text{FF} \) couplings are similar. Three phases can be clearly distinguished (corresponding to the three states of the molecule depicted in figures 6, 7 and 8). The first phase is the extraction of one of the inhibitor, when it is situated at less than 15 \( \text{Å} \) of its initial position. The second phase consists in removing the inhibitor from the rest of the structure. When the inhibitor is further than 15 \( \text{Å} \), no force is applied on it. The reinsertion into the system occurs when the position is again less than 15 \( \text{Å} \).
For both of the couplings, the magnitude of the forces is in the order of the newton so that the interaction forces can clearly be felt by the user. When the DFF control scheme is used, some oscillations can be felt. As seen in section III, this is due to the structure of the simulation since the rigid body first takes the position set by the user. This position is then modified according to the interactions with other atoms. Adding damping and changing the structure of the coupling has been considered in previous work, but decreases the transparency [13].

Even if the forces felt using the DFF and FF are similar (especially on figures 7 and 8), some differences can be noted (e.g. dotted circle in figure 6). As stated earlier, rotations are free. For a given position along the y axis, the orientation can be different. The interactions between the manipulated inhibitor and the HIV protease are thus not the same which explains the differences on the force fed back.

As demonstrated in this example, using both of the couplings, the system remains stable and the forces felt by the user allow him or her to clearly distinguish the interactions between the molecules. Compared to [5], no damping is added in our system which allows a good transparency. Even untrained users did not experience any difficulty in using either position or force control mode. Therefore, our system can indeed be used during a conception process of molecular structures, or to test docking properties of a ligand.

B. Internal forces

The tool that we present in this paper is not limited to molecular interactions. It can also be useful to manipulate a single rigid body of a flexible molecule, and feeling the internal forces and the inertial effects. This is useful in particular to synthesize a new molecule by increasing progressively the number of atoms. Therefore, it is possible to change the topology of the molecule and to control its specificities.

The experiment presented in this paragraph consists in manipulating a single rigid body of a flexible molecule, and feeling internal forces and inertia. No other molecules are present. To perform this experiment, the user selects a rigid body of an inhibitor of the HIV virus. Using the haptic device and the FF coupling, he or she applies a force on this inhibitor to unfold it. The other extremity is fixed. When the molecule is stretched, the user moves back the haptic device to the initial position. Doing so, the molecule is refolded. Since the molecule is composed of only 17 degrees of freedom, the adaptive feature of the algorithm is not useful to obtain a fast simulation of the whole molecule (the simulation’s sampling period is 14 ms with all the dof activated). The same position scaling factor $A_{dFF}$ than in section IV-A is used. The force scaling factor is $A_f = 0.1 \times 10^3$.

The figure 9 represents the norm of the force felt by the user against the norm of the position of the center of mass.

First, the force increases as the molecule is stretched (part 1). When the molecule is deployed, the user applies an additional force and the internal forces increase (part 2). Then, the user moves back the rigid body and he or she releases the constraint applied on it. The forces quickly decrease because of the reduction of internal forces (part 3). Finally, the molecule is moved toward its initial position. The interaction forces due to the other rigid bodies are felt (part 4).

These results show that our system is able to render small variations of the forces to the user (in the order of dozens of nanonewtons). It demonstrates that the system is well suited to achieve high transparency. The new possibility to manipulate a single rigid body of a molecule has been asked by Sanofi-Aventis. With this possibility, one can expect to evaluate in real-time the influence of the molecular structure on its dynamics.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new tool to perform molecular simulations with haptic feedback. Using the force feedback
device, the user can manipulate the entire HIV inhibitor. The simulator allows for real-time computation of the forces thanks to an adaptive method. To provide flexibility, two different manipulation modes are proposed (position and force) thanks to two different bilateral couplings. Both of them allow the operator to feel interaction forces. All the stages of the design process of specific molecular structures can be handled by our new system. The internal forces of a molecule can be felt by the user. This possibility may be relevant for studying the possible conformational changes of a molecule and its properties. The experiment we performed, and which has been tested by Sanofi-Aventis engineers, shows that the simulator and the coupling achieve high performances. Indeed, the low values of the internal forces are felt by the user in a transparent and stable way.

This paper demonstrates the first results obtained with this system. User-based tests must be carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system compared to conventional devices such as a mouse or a joystick. Tests should also be carried out to compare complex manipulation tasks performed with or without haptic feedback.
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